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Summary
This paper reviews the potential contributory role of shadow networks integrated in
peace building attempts. This will be analysed through a relational approach between
State practices and the characteristics of a shadow network. Firstly, shadow networks
will be reviewed conceptually, how they become established and how they operate
around the illicit trade of minerals. Secondly, a threefold analysis of the relation between
shadow networks, the State and peace building will be presented. In order to illustrate
this relation, the next section will offer a case study of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. The resource richness and (post)conflict context of the Eastern Kivu provinces in
Congo offer a suitable environment for shadow networks to rise. The different armed
groups that are involved in these networks will be analysed with a particular focus on
Congo’s national military, the FARDC. By studying the engagement of the FARDC in
shadow networks this paper will eventually offer a perspective for future peace building
projects to include shadow networks into their operations.
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1. An Introduction to Congo’s Shadow
"When heavy fighting broke out in Ntamugenga (Rutshuru territory) on August 28, Jean
fled with his wife and seven children to Rubare, a few kilometers away. Because they received no
food assistance, Jean decided to go back to their farm, near Ntamugenga, to look for food. Soon
after he crossed into the area controlled by Nkunda's CNDP, he was stopped by eight CNDP soldiers
armed with rifles, machetes, and spears. They took Jean to a nearby house and locked him inside
with 11 people, three of them women, who had been captured. After 30 minutes, one of the soldiers
came back and said he was going to exterminate us all," Jean recalled. "He then turned to me and
put his machete against my ear. He cut at my ear, slowly, slowly, back and forth. He said he would
cut me, part by part, until I die. The other prisoners started to cry out, and the soldier left me to hit
them on their heads with the back of his machete. He then came back to me and started to cut at
the back of my neck. When the others cried out even louder, the soldier brought me and another
prisoner outside. They forced the other man to lie naked on the ground while they beat him with
wooden sticks and sliced his buttocks with a machete. Eventually one soldier convinced the others
to let us go. I ran through the forest, with blood streaming from my neck and ear, until I reached a
health centre."
(Human Rights Watch, 2008)

The story of Jean is like many of the stories that exist among war witnesses in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. It represents the voices of local civilians whom are being
repressed by various armed groups that dominate the area in their search for natural
resources. Resources such as gold, tin, coltan and cassiterite, from which armed rebel
groups are able to yield excessive amounts of profit once they trade their raw mined
material onto the market. In order to be able to do so, large networks evolve around and
within the armed rebel groups in an attempt to gain full control over the area. These
networks have been emphasized as shadow networks by authors such as Nordstrom
(2000); Reno (1998); Vlassenroot and Raeymaekers (2009). Even though it may not be
directly visible, the story of Jean and the shadow networks are positioned in a highly
international setting. As the story of Congo and its rich resource base are the beginning
of a production chain through which a tremendous amount of electronic equipment is
produced. Electronic equipment such as mobile phones and photo cameras which are
highly demanded by the Western world. This international demand thereby forms the
basis for a high export of raw mined resources out of the Congo. Resources that could
have made the Congo a wealthy paradise, but instead turned the country into one of the
most dangerous places on this planet. These minerals form an important income source
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for shadow networks to remain intact. It is the functioning of these networks in the
(post)conflict context of the Congo that is central to the subject of this thesis. It will
present an analysis of the networks that are currently active in local and international
trading practices. This analysis will aim at an understanding of how these networks
shape peace building efforts that are currently made in the Congo.
Albeit the abundance of literature on the ‘resource curse’ that Congo is suffering
from and the role of shadow networks in the economic sector, written work on the role
of shadow networks concerning other factors of society is still lacking. Since shadow
network do shape development in the Congo, it becomes important to zoom in on the
different aspects shadow networks entail and include these in any further future
research. In this thesis I argue that in order to move towards stabilisation and peace it is
necessary to analyse the shadow networks through a multi-disciplinary approach. The
gap between the role of shadow networks and various attempts at reconstruction
demands an analysis of shadow networks not only concerning economic factors, but also
including social and political factors. Through this analysis, capacity will be created
through which the role of shadow networks can be actively integrated into peace
building attempts. Once this becomes recognised, the role of shadow networks can
possible be transformed into constructive behaviour. Through this different approach
shadow networks can be included in attempts at rebuilding peace and security, which is
considered to be the ultimate goal.
Structure of the thesis
The role of shadow networks in the Congo are thus central in this thesis. Even
though a comprehensive approach is preferred, this thesis does not offer an all
exhaustive analysis due to a certain selection of themes that is applied in order to
deconstruct and comprehend reality. This will include mainly the behaviour of shadow
networks as they often posses a multi-faced character that integrates in economic, social
and political spheres which complicates the situation. In addition, the State and its
functioning in relation to the shadow network forms a significant part of the analysis.
Through the comparison of the former two, the concept of peace building can be
integrated into the analysis which will eventually form the goal of this thesis; propose a
triangular nature of the State, shadow networks and reconstruction in future peace
building attempts.
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Within the analysis I will emphasise on the role of Congo’s national military, the
Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of Congo (FARDC). This actor is of particular
interest because on the one hand it has been involved in peace building attempts as an
integrated State organ, but on the other hand evidence is brought forward which shows
an active participating of the FARDC in shadow network practices. This Janus-faced
character of the FARDC forms an ideal starting point in the analysis in which I will try to
integrate the two components of State and shadow network into peace building. The
thesis will be based on a literature study solely, which is primarily built upon the
achievements of Goodhand (1999);

Autesserre (2006); Nordstrom (2000); Reno

(1998); and Taylor (2003). These authors have in common that they all stress the
importance of a multi-disciplinary approach in the study of shadow networks unlike
others who claim that shadow networks are pure economic networks. Through a
combination of these authors and their analyses of shadow networks, peace building
and the Congo, I will present an answer to the following question:
How does the involvement of the FARDC in shadow networks, concerning the mining
industry and the relation to the level of violence in the region of Kivu, Eastern Congo, shape
the construction and peace building of the region?
In order to be able to answer this question I will firstly look at the concept of a
shadow networks itself. How does it generally operate and what is the relation between
the network and the level of violence in (post)conflict societies? What are the common
academic perspectives on these kind of networks? Answers to these questions are
needed in order to analyse a possible overlap between shadow networks and the
functioning of the State. This remains crucial if, eventually, the shadow network will be
integrated into peace building efforts in which the state is involved as one of the main
actors. These, mainly theoretical, questions will be examined and presented in the
second chapter of this thesis. Providing an analytical framework for the case of the
Congo.
The theoretical framework will be followed by a chapter that focuses solely on
the Congo. This chapter will provide a contextual background for the actual analysis in
the last chapter where theory and practice will be combined. This last chapter will then
focus on the different attempts at peace that have been made in the Congo and how
shadow networks may or may not interfere. It will analyse how the FARDC can be linked
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to local instability and will make an attempt on how this can be transformed into a
network that benefits local economic and social stability.
Once these findings are integrated, an answer to the main question will be
provided in the conclusion of this thesis. It will present a short overview of the role of
the FARDC in shadow networks in the Congo and will explain whether they pose a
possible threat or if there is a (hidden) contribution in favour of the reconstruction
processes of the Congo.

2. Shadow Networks - A Theoretical Framework
Over the last decades, concepts such as trans-boundary formations (Taylor,
2003), transnational alliances (Studdard, 2004) and shadow networks (Nitzschke &
Studdard, 2005; Nordstrom, 2000; Reno, 1998) have become central in the analysis of
contemporary conflict in order to get a grip on how the actors and their behaviour
actively shapes the development of conflict. Apart from the different names, these
concepts describe a similar phenomenon: networks that operate in a global context and
shape local dynamics and structures. With globalisation on the rise in the last century
these networks have become to play a major role in the shaping of conflict strategies as
well as in peace building efforts. Regional and international linkages can therefore no
longer be considered as a minor component in civil conflict.
In this chapter the theoretical discussion of these networks in conflict regions
will be explored, with a particular focus on how they relate to the State and peace
building. The elaboration of this discussion will lay the foundation for the case of Congo
which will be discussed in the next chapter. First will be explained how networks in
conflict regions are constructed, what its emblematic characteristics are and how the
different actors involved, operate on the ground. This will be presented through a
comparison of the two main perspectives on the concept of shadow networks. Secondly,
the relation between the State and shadow networks will be analysed. This will be in
light of the role of the State in peace building attempts and explore if shadow networks
have the ability to shape (post)conflict structures. Taken altogether it will form a basis
for the analysis of the relation between these networks and peace building efforts.
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2.1 Shadow Networks on the rise
2.1.1 Causes of Civil Conflict
In order to be able to explain the rise of shadow networks within conflict regions,
it is necessary to zoom in on the causes of civil conflict and come to understanding on
how they create a suitable environment for these networks. Several scholars have
argued that the cause of civil conflict cannot be considered as a singular factor. Brown
(2001), among others, addresses how the cause of civil conflict is multiple, dynamic and
usually is found in all sectors of society. There are underlying causes that can be of
social, economic, structural and/or political character. Examples of these underlying
causes are forms of elite-politics, security concerns, exclusionary national ideologies or
cultural discrimination which together construct a so-called ‘breeding ground’ in which
the likelihood of violent conflict to occur increases (Brown, 2001). In addition to this
breeding ground, there are other risk factors that enlarge the chance of an outbreak of
violence. According to Collier (2000), a history of conflict will instigate the likelihood of
a relapse into violence. A highly geographically dispersed population also increases the
risk on conflict as the country then becomes harder to control than if everyone lives in
smaller areas. However, what might be even more important as a risk factor is whether
the country has a substantial share of their income coming from the export of primary
commodities. The latter brings an economic opportunity and power struggle that,
according to Collier (2000), will radically increase the risk of violent conflict. Further on
will be showed how these risk-factors have been present in the case-study of the Congo
and how they are integrated in the shadow network. However, preliminary to the casestudy the main question will be how shadow networks come to life and how they
interact with the afore mentioned risk-factors.
2.1.2 Construction of shadow networks
More often than not does civil conflict concern a rebel movement that is acting in
the name of ‘the people’ which opposes itself against the State (Gurr, 2007). These
rebellions then claim to be fighting under the aegis of civilians and justify their violent
behaviour by framing it as a struggle against underlying causes such as the lack of social
services provided by the State. However, during conflict original motives may change
after rebel movements start making a cost-benefit analysis of the actual conflict. As a
consequence, existing structures of conflict take on new forms and may change course of
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actors within the rebel movements (King, 2007). At this particular point in time the
costs of war will make State structures become weak, it will cause institutions to no
longer provide security and it will make fear prevail amongst civilians. If then, these
circumstances are combined with the risk factor of a large export in primary
commodities, space opens up for the creation of shadow networks to evolve around this
economic opportunity. Trade in these commodities, such as minerals, form the starting
point of a shadow network and will function as a means of income to sustain the
network. The extraction of these minerals, which forms an industry of its own, is thus an
important aspect of shadow networks and should be included in the analysis. As a
consequence of this entire production chain, a broad variety of actors is attracted who
attempt to derive some form of economic profit and / or political authority (Reno,
1998).
The destruction of State structures as a consequence of civil conflict, combined
with economic opportunity is thus creating opportunity for a shadow network to
develop. How the role of the state is perceived in this thesis and how this links to the
shadow network will be explained further on. What still needs to be answered in
advance is what a shadow network exactly entails. In the following paragraph I will
therefore zoom in on its characteristics and focus on the debate that exists among
scholars on the operation of a shadow network.

2.2 Operation of Shadow networks
Shadow networks can be seen as mere informal networks rising in a
(post)conflict society. Nevertheless, many scholars argue there is another dimension to
these networks that requires a more in-depth understanding on the operation of the
network and its trading practices as they formulate it as a shadow network. The actual
answer to what exactly defines a shadow network is still discussed within existing
literature. Two main perspectives can be distinguished, the first perspective says that
shadow networks operate exclusively through informal channels. The second
perspective, on the other hand, argues that in addition to involvement in informal
channels, shadow networks are engaged in formal channels as well. I would like to argue
here that the difference between the two streams, in its essence, can be narrowed down
by answering the question of what it is that the network is shadowing?
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2.2.1 What kind of shadow?
The first perspective is straightforward in its explanation and describes the
‘shadow network’ as a variety of economic interactions outside State regulation,
monitoring and control. In doing so, shadow networks become reduced to black market
practices and smuggling (Nitzschke & Studdard, 2005). In similar vein, Söderbaum
(2004) argues that shadow networks are volatile networks with a fairly limited number
of regional actors involved who derive benefit from underground economies. According
to this perspective they are not connected to human development in the region, neither
do they operate in broader national interest. The shadow network is thus seen as a
network parallel to the formal economy. It is primarily considered to be an illegal and
destructive mechanism with no political authority involved whatsoever. With regard to
the question of what the network forms a shadow, it may be clear that from this
perspective shadow networks are shadowing the economy.
Within the second perspective, Reno (1998) advocates for a view that goes
beyond the single shadow of economic structures. In his article Reno (1998) includes
formal State channels into the shadow network. It is this particular integration of formal
into informal channels that produces a whole new dimension to the network. As a result,
studying only the informal aspects becomes unrealistic because these newly formed
dynamics involve social and political structures as well (MacGaffey, 1991). By doing so
this definition of shadow networks includes the dualistic character in which one will find
himself constantly travelling between two worlds; the legal versus the illegal, the formal
versus the informal and the visible versus the invisible world (Juma, 2007). The space
between these two opposing worlds is the space occupied by actors of shadow networks
in which they engage in illicit trading of lucrative minerals. The actors that are involved
in the network can thus be found in all levels of society; rebellions, political leaders and
even civilians are becoming part of the network. Another prominent author within this
perspective is Carolyn Nordstrom. Nordstrom (2000) clarifies these peculiar shadow
networks and distinguishes three main characteristics: 1) shadow networks thrive on
informal trading, (2) one of the consequences of the shadow network is that it will blur
the lines between formal and informal institutions within society and (3) the shadow
network houses a potential for regional development.
First, Nordstrom (2000) argues that the profitable trade within the shadow
network is intrinsically linked to informal trade. Trade in primary commodities such as
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minerals, whether formal or informal, is providing means for a copious amount of
households. In the case of a (post)conflict region, this means that all sorts of people from
various ranks and classes are involved in the production chain of these resources. The
vast majority of these individuals that are related to such a shadow network, do so in
order to provide for their families with daily necessities. A truck driver who is able to
pay the education of his children by transporting a batch of conflict minerals will not
perceive himself as a ‘black marketer’ contributing to conflict in the area, but as a father
that provides for his family. Another way through which profitable informal and formal
trade are intertwined is in the overlap of trading routes. The supply of daily civilian and
military needs like food, clothing or housing is done by routes that are being used by the
same informal networks that use them as illicit trading routes. As a consequence the two
trading mechanisms, formal and informal, become intrinsically linked. With that,
ordinary civilians coping with survival strategies become involved in a network in which
rebels are illegally making profit for their own private beneficial practices. By
combination of these two, the shadow network has gained a social dimension since
aspects of daily life have become part of the network.
The second characteristic described by Nordstrom (2000), blurring formal and
informal institutions within society, is intertwined with the former characteristic. At the
same time the overlap between the two can be perceived as the ultimate example of this
blurring characteristic, namely the constant move in and out of formal and informal
channels. This adaptive characteristic blurs the distinction between all kind of sectors
such as visibility and invisibility. On one end there is a visible engagement on the ground
from local leaders, through which status and power is obtained. On the other end there
are corrupt State officials who deal outside formal channels and are thus invisibly
engaged in the same agendas. As a consequence, shadow networks in social, economic
and political dimensions obfuscate the distinction between legal and illegal practices.
The latter not only counts for the State legality, but can also be seen in the two-faced
truck driver of the former example. Social morality forms a thin line which becomes
obscured by shadow practices when they form a survival strategy on the hand and
indirectly contribute to violence within the region on the other hand.
Thirdly, shadow practices are able to bring different forms of ‘development’ to
(post)conflict regions. This is realised through investments in infrastructure by local
(business) leaders and big men utilising money and means that are derived from the
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illicit trade in minerals. Nordstrom (2000) states that, from a pure economic
perspective, shadow networks at the very heart of their existence do make money and
form an efficient, international economic network. The extraction of minerals forms an
industry that is related through informal channels to the income source of shadow
networks. Economic figures such as Peru where 48 percent of the economically active
population works in the informal sector or Kenya where it is even estimated some 10
percent higher, underline Nordstrom her argument. In view of this line, economical
shadow structures provide income for local people and their families and are thereby
shaping development in these regions. Additionally, the blurred demarcation of what is
legal and illegal, whether it is private or survival, formal or informal can be debated in
this characteristic.
2.2.2 Transboundary formations
In addition to the characteristics as defined by Nordstrom (2000), Taylor (2003)
addresses the importance of transboundary formations in shadow network
constructions. He argues that shadow networks are nourished by regional and
international alliances. Without demand and investments of international business,
shadow networks would be unable to gain profit. International business thus becomes
one of the main actors through their contract deals with local traders. The trade network
may thus start locally but will ultimately establish connection with actor groups at the
international level. Research conducted by Duffy (2007) on gemstone mining in
Madagascar illustrates how minerals in a shadow network are not to be considered
purely a ‘locality’:
‘During the journey from rough to polished stone the gemstones move in and out of the
informal and formal economy, and move from being illicit goods to being ‘legitimised’
commodities. Furthermore, an analysis of the nature of these networks indicates that it
is not useful to think of Ilakaka as a bounded ‘locality’: it is at once a local site and a
global site, characterised by a high degree of integration into the global economy.’
(Duffy, 2007;195)

Shadow networks are thus integrated in a transnational world in which social, economic
and political elements melt together through formal and informal channels. Through this
perspective, it seems that an answer to the question of what it is that these networks are
shadowing is not straightforward. It shows that the network can no longer be
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considered as a market copying the formal economy. Instead, Ferguson (2006) argues
that the shadow is an inter-related and attached twin of the original, therewith implying
resemblance, connection and equivalence. In other words, shadowing all kinds of facets
of society whether they are political, economic or social. With this approach, Ferguson
(2006) forms an extension of the perspective of Nordstrom (2000);
‘Shadow networks, licit or otherwise, are more than sprawling value-neutral
international market networks (Appadurai, 1996). They fashion economic possibilities,
they broker political power and, importantly, they constitute cultures, for these networks
of power and exchange are governed by rule of exchange, codes of conduct, hierarchies
of deference and power – in short, they are governed by social principles, not merely the
jungle law of tooth and claw.’
(Nordstrom, 2000;37)

This perspective on shadow networks thus advocates for the fact that they are not solely
involved in an economic world but are additionally integrated in social and political
structures.
The involvement of these diverse aspects of society make shadow networks
challenging to comprehend in theory as well as in practice. Analysing the origin of
shadow network may therefore support an understanding of its behaviour. In the
following paragraph I will therefore zoom in on the original twin of the shadow network,
namely the State and its structures.
2.3 Shadow networks and the State
Reno (1998) explains that shadow networks sprout due to a weakening of the
central State authority. The position of the State often gets weakened during long lasting
conflict. The complexity conflict entails causes an inefficient functioning of the state,
leaving its societal population with a lack of social safety nets, poverty and
unemployment (Pugh, 2004). The relation that exists between the State and shadow
networks requires further analysis. This paragraph will therefore offer a more in-depth
study on the practices shadow networks conduct and how these touch upon the State its
functioning.
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2.3.1 Ideal functioning State
In order to understand the relational dynamics between shadow networks and
the State, the function of the latter needs to be reviewed. Many scholars such as
Acemoglu, Robinson, and Santos (2009); Juergensmeyer (1995); Katsiyannis,
Conderman, and Franks (1995); and Thomson (1990) based their theory on the work of
Weber (1978), who argued that the core function of the State is based on its monopoly
on the legitimate use of physical force in a given territory. Citizens thus grant the state
authority to rule over them and in return expect to be protected from civil disorder and
violent practices against society (Milliken & Krause, 2002). If the legitimate use of
physical force becomes undermined, society will eventually form itself within an
unstable and foremost insecure environment. It is exactly this instability that interacts
with a struggle for power among different actors within the political and economic
sector. Through a continuation of chaos, shadow networks start to appear surrounding
these powerful figures. As a consequence, the networks will start to use force to create
instability in order to endure. Shadow networks thus origin through a reinforcing
process of the social environment and the adaptability of powerful actors. As these
actors create their own required circumstances (chaos and instability), shadow
networks continuously use violence against the local population. The latter becomes
dependent on the shadow network which in turn empowers the network. In other
words, the control shadow networks gain over the local economies positions them in a
way to use symbolic or actual violence to enforce that control (Duffy, 2007).
Consequential, shadow networks are able to shape systems of behaviour in favour of
their own cultural codes (Nordstrom, 2000). By doing so, shadow networks question
State legitimacy and challenge the sovereign status of that State.
In addition to the physical protection of the population there are two other
aspects that are included in the functioning of the state, namely welfare and
representation (Milliken & Krause, 2002). It is presumed that this two aspects include
the securing of a stable politico-legal framework to foster economic growth and
development within the nation. In order to act upon these three core functions,
Thomson (1990) emphasises the earnest of territory:
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‘Analytically, the creation of the nation- state is the securing of a political space
coextensive with a territorial space. In defining borders, the state carves out the physical
space from which external authority claimants will be excluded. In defining citizenship,
the state carves out the political space into which those within its jurisdiction will be
included. Borders delineate the physical limits of state authority, the extensiveness of
state control. Citizenship delineates the political limits of state authority, the
intensiveness of state control. Borders reflect the extensiveness of state control over
geographical space. Citizenship reflects the intensiveness of state control over the
political space.’
(Thomson, 1990;43)

The existence of borders are thus crucial for the performance of the state and its
functions as described before. However it seems that the existence of shadow networks
clashes with this notion as they undermine the authority of the State within these
borders and simultaneously ignore citizenship as a core element. In order to gain power
shadow networks define their own territory within a country in which they operate as
ruler. Hereby the network attacks the borders of a State from the inside out and thus
overrules State control over the countries geographical space. At the same time this
means that borders are essential for the operation of shadow networks as well as they
try to defend their own local territory that is most likely to surround profitable mining
areas.
2.3.2 Shadow network and the State
This aspect territorial borders forms the first clash with the operation of shadow
networks. As explained previously, shadow networks operate on a transnational basis
and impede the state from empowering its territory. On the one hand the network will
operate locally but on the other, they strengthen this local territory by creating
transnational alliances. Through this aspect the shadow network thus, once more,
undermines and weakens the authority of the State. As the network acts upon this
process it will start to take over functions that originally ought to be performed by the
state (Grindle, 2004). An example of these functions is the protection of civilians in the
concerning region from other rebels groups or possible hunters from neighbouring
states (Duffy, 2007). There is however a paradox within this protection since they use
chaos and instability as a means of power.
In combination with the use of physical force the establishment of informal
taxation regimes forms another mechanism that shadow networks use to defend their
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local territory and maintain privileged access (Nordstrom, 2000). These illegal taxation
systems depend upon constant threat or the use of violence against civilians to suppress
and enforce the engagement of the local population. By making civilians dependent
actors of the shadow network ensure the legitimacy of their own existence. Even though
it may seem that the shadow networks has taken over the functioning of the State it is
the enforcement of its own legitimacy that distinguishes the shadow network from a
State. According to Rousseau (1939) the legitimacy of the State has its fundament in the
social contract which in turn forms the basis of society. The social contract forms an
agreement between all members of society in which basic structures of society are
regulated. These structures are based on ideal principles of justice in which the
government functions as a intermediary body between members of society and their
general will (Rousseau, 1939). The authority of the government is thus legitimized by
society as long as it functions in accordance to populations general will. If this is linked
to the authority of shadow networks, it can be stated that they do not gain legitimacy
from the population by operating as an intermediary body. Instead, they gain ‘false’
legitimacy by the use of force against society and therewith ignoring the essence of the
social contract, namely the population. This happens within economic spheres as
civilians are becoming dependent on the gains of the mining practices and are paying
taxes within the territory of the shadow network. But not only the economic aspect of
life becomes entangled within the network. As protection is offered for those who
operate within it, the social dimension of safety becomes increasingly included overtime
as well. As a result of the diminishing authority of the State, society is becoming a
‘centreless’ context in which shadow networks are able to develop their own centre of
interest (Rhodes, 1996). This centre of interest is most likely to be the focus on trade in
lucrative minerals that empowers the network in order for it to become autonomous.
The shadow network will then expose as a self-organising network and will resist
government steering, develop its own politics and shape its preferred environment
(Rhodes, 1996). This means that even though shadow networks are not completely
emerging as states, they definitely share attributes with states and perhaps they even
share the status of (social) sovereignty within their territory as well (Nordstrom, 2000).
In sum, shadow networks do have governing structures, law-like apparatus and
security forces (Nordstrom, 2000). This may, however, not legitimize the violence that
is attached to the illicit trading practices of shadow networks. The lack of a social
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contract with civilians is what makes the shadow network an ambiguous phenomena.
On the other hand, we should not deny the potential shadow networks have for the
reconstruction of (post)conflict societies. Since there may be a (hidden) contribution to
these processes, the next paragraph will analyse the concept of peace building and
analyse how shadow networks interfere or possibly enrich these peace building
constructions.

2.4 Peace building and Shadow networks
It is clear that shadow networks use violence as an auxiliary to gain and maintain
power, which constrains local people to the acceptance of constructs based on force
(Ramsbotham, Woodhouse, & Miall, 2011). Consequences are not only there for the
State’s government and its authority but are also vividly present in the shaping of peace
building attempts which are entangled with these government structures.
2.4.1 Peace building
Peace building encompasses a wide range of definitions in its interpretation and
remains a subject of discussion among scholars in its use; for a more elaborated
discussion please consult Doyle and Sambanis (2000); Goodhand (1999); Jarstad (2008).
This thesis will be building upon Boutros Boutros Ghali’s definition of peace building in
the 1992 Agenda for Peace which focuses mainly on the social and political development
activities in order to reconstruct the (post)conflict society to avoid a relapse into
conflict. According to this definition, reconstructing State capacity forms an important
role within peace building. Another author who has been building upon this particular
subject is Miall (2004), who states that peace building can be seen as a structure-process
in which the context of conflict has a predominant role. Within this context there are
governance arrangements, institutions, social roles, norms, rules and codes at a societal
level that determine the tendency of a country after civil conflict (Miall, 2004). Enduring
destructive conflict will destroy these existing structures within the context of society
and will lead to an intensification of damage to the participants and bystanders of the
conflict. As a response, constructive structures need to be developed within economic,
political and social spheres. This will eventually reinforce society’s confidence in its civic
institutions to manage conflict peacefully (Miall, 2004).
Society in itself and the individuals that live within society are to be viewed from
an actor-oriented approach as they form a large part of the conflict. This thesis will
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however focus mainly on the relation between shadow networks and the State as the
State should have a leading role in peace building. According to Miall (2004) it is the
transformation and development of non-violent structures within society that forms one
of the building stones within peace building. Even though they do not offer a full solution
to the conflict, they do generate the opportunity to strengthen the State’s capacity and
authority. Moreover, transforming existing structures offers the opportunity to include
the analysis of the State and shadow networks. By including the latter, the possibility of
creating potential social beneficiary practices of shadow networks becomes reality.
Several authors have done some serious suggestions on how to approach shadow
networks within peace building.
2.4.2 Integrating shadow networks in peace building
Pugh (2004) has put forward a warning that concerns a possible blind spot in the
integration of shadow networks in peacebuilding. He notifies that shadow networks may
be in point of fact inadvertently assisted by peace building projects. During his research
in post-conflict Kosovo, Pugh (2004) found that the UN Interim Administration Mission
in Kosovo (UNMIK) aimed at tackling shadow networks within Kosovo by creating a
societal zero-tolerance towards criminality. In addition they established a customs
service to improve revenue collection in order to improve regulation. However, the antiviolence offensive of the UNMIK was not linked to a poverty strategy or to job creation
which was causing the shadow network to continue in the first place. Overlooking these
local needs, rebel groups took over the distribution of fuel, merged the assets of former
Yugoslav fuel companies, and used the plentiful gas stations for money laundering
(Pugh, 2004). In other words, peace building projects may present macroeconomic
priorities for development that in reality create opportunities at the local level for
shadow networks to flourish and gain more profit.
It thus becomes clear that in order to control shadow networks during and after
conflict a thorough understanding of why they appear and how they operate is needed.
Otherwise any attempt might even enlarge the problem of the existing violent network.
In response to these conclusions, Ramsbotham et al. (2011) put forth the necessity of an
approach in which shadow economies ought to be addressed in early stages of conflict
stabilization. They argue that through precautious awareness of shadow practices, it
becomes possible for UN peace operation mandates to gain control over resource-rich
areas and even prevent illicit trading practices from taking place (Ramsbotham et al.,
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2011). However, this approach is ignoring the income that is derived from the shadow
practices. The lack of alternatives and social safety nets, as has been mentioned afore,
has made civilians economically reliant on the shadow practices. Preventing shadow
trading practices from taking place without genuinely considering alternatives would
affect the livelihoods of numerous local families. Consequently, a region already blighted
by conflict would fall even further into destruction. Nevertheless, the economic
structures of a shadow networks comprehend a duality that needs to acknowledged:
‘In post-conflict Bosnia-Herzegovina, the World Bank estimated that the informal
economy represented 50–60 per cent of GDP. Yet the more widespread the informal
economy, the fewer tax revenues that accrue to the government. This undermines the
ability of states emerging from war to finance the provision of goods and services
(including internal and external security), to undertake much needed reconstruction
projects, and to establish viable governance institutions. This dual challenge
demonstrates that those engaged in peace building have to address the dysfunctional
elements of the criminalized and informal economy, while retaining its socially beneficial
aspects.’
(Nitzschke & Studdard, 2005;229)

Thus, simply overruling the shadow network through peace building projects does not
seem to offer a sustainable solution for peace and development. Yet ignoring practices
such as the informal taxation, as described by Nitzschke and Studdard (2005), will also
impair the attempts on the construction of peace. An alternative approach on how to
contrive the operation of shadow networks into constructive practices might therefore
offer new insights on how to frame future peace building.
In sum, the role of shadow networks in (post)conflict societies should not be
underestimated. Numerous households depend on the existence of shadow networks
and will become affected when shadow networks are interrupted by peace building
projects. It is important for these projects to search for approaches in which useful
shadow constructs can be integrated into reconstruction processes. However, caution
must be exercised for shadow actors and their network still entail a possible threat for
the construction of peace building. This threat lies in the fact that peacebuilding mainly
focuses on the reconstruction of State structures which is exactly what shadow
networks tend to interfere with. The operation of shadow networks appears to be far
from clear-cut and has penetrated through all levels of society. Before managing one
level of operation, the consequences at other levels need to be considered for they might
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even worsen situation on the ground. The Democratic Republic of Congo offers a
provoking case in which peacekeepers ought to search for an integration of shadow
practices into peace building. The next chapter will offer a contextual background of the
current situation in the Congo. Thereafter an analysis will be presented which reviews
the shadow networks that exist in Congo and how they relate in practice to the State and
peace building efforts.

3. The Democratic Republic of Congo
Enduring conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo has made the country one
of the most dangerous places on earth. With an estimated death toll of 5.4 million up to
2007, violation of human rights and millions of people displaced, the question rises
whether circumstances have improved since the official ending of conflict in 2003
(Autesserre, 2007). One of the explanations for the continuing of violence is the
returning clashes between armed groups that are involved in larger shadow networks.
As became clear in the previous chapter these networks evolve around the presence of
minerals which cause economic, political and social agendas to intertwine and produce a
highly complex (post)conflict context. It is especially the Eastern parts of the Kivu that
have been suffering from conflict over minerals as coltan, cassiterite and gold are
present in abundant quantities. A significant number of these conflict minerals are
traded on the global market for the use in electronic equipment such as mobile phones
and laptops that are consumed in the West ("Raise Hope for Congo," 2008).
Even though it may not be directly visible, this international trading network is
also linked to the story of Jean which has been addressed in the introduction. The fear
Jean has to deal with when he is physically and mentally abused by the rebellions, forms
part of the strategy that shadow actors use to maintain their profit making network.
Through the physical use of force and the oppressive character of the shadow actors,
they are able to increase their control over the local population. Because of this, the local
population lives in fear and is likely to become mentally self-censured as they are afraid
to oppose the shadow actors. How these strategies are conducted in the case of Congo
and how they relate to mining practices concerning minerals will be analysed in this
chapter. First I will give a brief overview of the history of conflict in the Congo after
which I will introduce the different actors that are involved in shadow networks in the
Kivu. The FARDC is the central actor in the analysis of the shadow networks for they
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have the double-faced position of being a State actor on the one hand and being one of
the key figures in the illegal shadow networks on the other hand. Simultaneously these
actors will be put in relation to the instability within the region.

3.1 History of Conflict
3.1.1 First Congo War
Over the last decades, Congo has faced several wars, officially named as the First
Congo War (1996-1997) and the Second Congo War (1998-2003). Congo’s history of
being colonised by Belgium and her independence struggle which led to conflict in the
1960’s had weakened the institutional infrastructures and social cohesion within the
country. It were these fragile structures in combination with the Rwandan genocide in
1994 that can be considered as the main off set for the First Congo War (Carayannis,
2003). The destructive confrontation between the Hutu’s and the Tutsi’s had left a newly
formed Tutsi government in place in Rwanda which caused millions of Hutu refugees in
urgent need for shelter. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees established camps in
several neighbouring states, including Eastern parts of the Congo in which eventually 2.1
million Hutu refugees would be accommodated (Autesserre, 2006). However, this
emergency solution turned out to be a strategic opportunity for the Rwandan rebellions
as they included the refugee camps in the East of Congo in their military strategy. Since
these camps were not stationed within their own country they assumed an attack from
the government of Rwanda would be highly unlikely. Consequently, they could easily
transform the camps into entrenched military bases from which the Hutu rebellions
were able to plan and conduct new violent offensives against the seated Tutsi
government in Rwanda (UCDP, 2012). The presence of this new, armed group of Hutu’s
caused unrest in the eastern provinces, such as the Kivu, as the indigenous Hutu
population of the Congo started to join the Rwandan Hutu rebellions (Carayannis, 2003).
By this time, the Tutsi government of Rwanda felt threatened by the Rwandan
rebellions as they were supported by the Congolese society which strengthened their
position. In response to this development the government of Rwanda announced an
official invasion in the Congo in 1996 (UCDP, 2012). Its main goal was to annihilate the
threat of an attack by the rebellions stationed on their own governmental position.
While at the same time the Rwandan attack forces were hoping to languish the Hutu
sympathising Congolese regime as well.
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Meanwhile, the Ugandan government was facing a similar threat from Ugandan
rebels who had found their safe haven in the Congo as well. In response, the Ugandan
government allied with the Rwandan government as they feared their own position
(Carayannis, 2003). Once the first attack of Rwanda against Congo had taken place
violence started to increase through the whole East of Congo. By the end of 1996 the
region had turned into a field of pillaging, rape and killing of civilians. A period that
would be known in history as the First Congolese War under the regime of President
Mobutu. Due to the course of this development, Mobutu as a president was not only
losing support from his neighbouring countries but from the Congolese population as
well. As State structure weakened under the regime of Mobutu, figures such as Kabila
started to act upon the changing environment in order to secure their own power in the
future.
‘While Western governments were focused on humanitarian concerns and what they
perceived to be a new refugee crisis unfolding in the Congo, Western businessmen
with Ugandan and Rwandan contacts were flying into rural areas to meet with Kabila
to strike deals for future concessionary mining contracts, anticipating that Mobutu’s
days were numbered.’
(Carayannis, 2003;241)

The shadow economies that emerged in Congo were thus linked to global trading
networks and operated alongside Congo’s formal economical system. How this process
shaped the development of the region will be analysed in the next chapter. Eventually it
became clear that the First Congo War from 1996 to 1997 would only be the beginning
of the suitable environment for shadow networks to develop, for a Second Congolese
War was already on its way.
3.1.2 Second Congo War
As Rwanda and Uganda wanted president Mobutu to resign, they started to ally
with the Alliance des forces Démocratiques pour la Libération du Congo (AFDL), a
revolutionary movement within Congo led by Laurent Kabila. This development
strengthened the AFDL and in combination with the lack of support from society for
Mobutu, he eventually had to clear the stage for a new president, namely president
Kabila. Despite a warm welcome by the Congolese population, Kabila’s support
decreased tremendously when he started to create new political structures that would
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institutionalise a dictatorship under his authority. Kabila stated that there was no longer
a need to continue the cooperation with Uganda and Rwanda and started to push for an
immediate withdrawal of their foreign troops within Congo (Carayannis, 2003). A wave
of unrest sparked by these new developments united the Congolese civilians in a newly
formed group, called the Rally for Congolese Democracy (RCD). As Uganda and Rwanda
considered President Kabila disloyal to their cooperation, they once more took up arms
in order to support the RCD who had set his mission on driving out their new president.
The peace that had lasted for precisely 15 months would soon come to an end. Even
though the RCD had originated as a Congolese initiative, president Kabila appointed it as
a foreign invasion since Uganda and Rwanda gave their support to the RCD. By
reframing the RCD as ‘foreign’, Kabila plead for an attack against the organisation and
called in military support from Angola, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Chad and Namibia, therewith
launching the Second Congolese War (Oboth, 2011). In sum it was the government of
Kabila, supported by several other African nations, who fought a revolutionary
movement within its own borders, namely the RCD with its international supporters
Uganda and Rwanda.
After another two years of warfare the Congo sunk deeper into instability and
violent structures. Nevertheless, ceasefire was established in 1999 as the Lusaka Peace
accord was established (Carayannis, 2003). Peace agreements with Rwanda and Uganda
quickly followed the Lusaka accord. The latter evolvement was considered a
breakthrough, for it entailed the formal withdrawal of the foreign troops out of Congo
and therewith created an official ending to the Second Congolese War. However,
Carayannis (2003) explains that this memorable fact contained a downside as the
withdrawal of foreign troops had created a power vacuum in the east of Congo. As a
consequence, violent, anarchic conflict between small groups that had become involved
in illicit trading activities increased within the region. Economic interest in the mining
area of the Eastern Kivu provinces prospered and increased the level of shadow
activities in the area. As these activities involved the use of force as part of a strategy to
gain power, the local insecurity situation did not improve after the war. Annual reports
from the UN (2011) still show devastating numbers of looting and exploitation at the
expense of human lives. This development of economic networks that are involved in
trading practices in the mining area, combined with the use of violence is what started
the rise of shadow networks in Congo. In other words, the level of violence within the
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Congo is likely to be related to activities that concern the mining industry. How these
mining actors are linked to the illegal trading network and the use of violence against
the local population will be examined in the next paragraph. In the paragraph I will thus
focus on the actors of the shadow networks and analyse how they operate in a
(post)conflict context in which violence still has a lead role.

3.2 Mining in the Kivu Provinces
The relation between the presence of minerals in the East of Congo and the
region’s high level of violence should be understood within relation to the actors who
are involved in mining practices. Research conducted by IPIS in 2011 points out that
even though the authorisation on mining has been officially granted to industrial
companies, the mining sides remain artisanal and fiercely controlled by local armed
groups (Wimmer & Hilgert, 2011). Within the research of IPIS it has been estimated that
over half of the mining areas in the North- and South-Kivu provinces is dominated by
armed combat troops. Oboth (2011) gives a clear overview of these armed groups,
namely, the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR), the Congrès national
pour la défense du People (CNDP), and the Forces nationales de libération (FNL). Despite
the fact that other small combat units and splinter groups are active on the ground as
well and therefore create a more complex reality, the analysis in this thesis will only
focus on the main groups that are active in the area. In addition to the fact that the FDLR,
the CNDP and the FNL form the largest armed groups whom are active, they are all
formed as a remain of either Hutu rebellions or members of the RCD. This gives them a
direct link to the history of conflict which is discussed in the previous paragraph.
Another reason for this selection is that the three movements are engaged in shadow
networks and have created a form of parallel state within their controlled area.

3.2.1 Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda
According to the latest update of the Security Council published in 2011, the
FDLR remains the most militarily strong and politically significant rebel force in the
Kivus (UN, 2011). The FDLR, known as the rebellion army of Rwanda was formed by
Rwandan Hutu’s who refused to disarm after the peace agreement. In spite of an official
withdrawal from Rwandan forces, large quantities of the Rwandan rebel groups are still
stationed within the Kivus. The economic interest in the profit making mining areas
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makes the likelihood of a migration out of the region nil. Through direct access and
control of specific mining sites the FDLR rebellions are able to trade in agricultural
goods with the workers in return for minerals (UN, 2011). In return for products the
FDLR rebellions deliver to the mineworkers, such as cannabis and food, they receive
gold which is illegally transported to Tanzania for international market sale (Spittaels &
Hilgert, 2009).
In order to control FDLR areas and thus its sources, the rebels are involved in
political networks that ensures their power. Since there is little military pressure from
the Congolese state against the FDLR, they are relatively free to move and therewith able
to engage in these political alliances. For example, ex-combatants reported that funds
were provided by political leaders to the FDLR in exchange for assurance of security in
the FDLR controlled areas during electoral campaigns (UN, 2011).
Another income source for the FDLR is the purchase of ammunition through the
state military. This is often obtained through the exchange of cannabis or minerals
coming from the mines under their control. It is estimated that 95 percent of the FDLR
arms and ammunition is obtained through these relational exchanges with the state
military (UN, 2011). By engaging in these political relations, the FDLR enables itself to
create a self-financing and self-sustaining network in pursuance of control over certain
areas.
A last segment to maintain the self-sustaining networks is to control the local
population which is executed through strategies of intimidation and abuse. Subsequent,
the FDLR has implemented a relative dictatorship in specific areas (Oboth, 2011). The
latter can be considered as a clear signal of undermining the legitimacy of the State,
which has proven by Nordstrom (2000) to be one of the main characteristics of a
shadow network. The undermining of legal authorities as described in the previous
chapter coheres with the aspect of the FDLR denying the State’s authority by creating its
own command. In addition, the movement ignores the monopoly on the legitimate use of
physical force by the State as they create an insecure environment for the Congolese
population and remain in power by rule of violence. This phenomena can be understood
by using the concept of shadow networks as described by Duffy (2007).
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3.2.2 Congrès national pour la défense du people
Another rebellion movement dominantly present in the mining areas of the Kivu
is the CNDP, a rebellion troop united against the Congolese regime after the official
ending of the conflict in 2003. This movement rose under the leadership of Laurent
Nkunda, a former RCD official, who among other RCD members refused to disarm in
2003 and together formed a new movement which was originally called the CMPD
(Military’s Council for the Peoples Defense) (UCDP, 2012). However, just before
democratic selection in 2006 the military movement turned into a political party and
was renamed the CNDP (the National Congress for the Defence of the People). Not long
after the transformation, the CNDP however took up arms again to attack the
government. In reaction to the violence of the political party the government decided to
establish a peace agreement with the CNDP, which entailed an integration of ex-CNDP
officers into the state military as part of a demobilizing program in 2009. In spite of this
demobilisation a splinter faction of the CNDP still remains active under the leadership of
General Bosco Ntganda (UCDP, 2012).
Similar to the FDLR, this faction of the CNDP is in control of several mining areas.
The CNDP ensures its own authority by oppressing politicians and voters, therewith
obstinately undermining the principles of democracy. UN sources claim that CNDP
officers have threatened former CNDP politicians who wished to join other parties,
warning that they would not be able to campaign in areas controlled by the CNDP (UN,
2011). Other strategies the CNDP uses to enforce their power through the political
system has been to cooperate with state militants (mostly demobilised former CNDP
combatants) loyal to the CNDP, who oppress the population and enforce their votes
going to former CNDP members. The latter is done through intimidation of voters and
personnel working at voting centres, sending messages in which war is declared if not
voted for CNDP (UN, 2011). Beside physical control through violence and intimidation,
the CNDP has been generating profit through off-site taxation (Spittaels & Hilgert, 2009).
Operating as a ‘parallel police’, it has been recorded that the CNDP has taken over the
collection of provincial and customary taxes (UN, 2011). Furthermore, IPIS research has
shown that they have been controlling major road axes, taxing all transport passing
through. The IPIS research claims that the CNDP have installed a taxation system in the
centre of the mining area, forcing mineworkers to pay an entrance fee into the mines
which varies between 500 to 1000 Congolese Franc (Spittaels & Hilgert, 2009).
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Similar to the FDLR, the CNDP undermines Congo’s fragile democratic structures.
Through manipulation of the voting system Congo’s democracy becomes invalid. As a
consequence, the CNDP is taking over State structures within the area they control
through which they charge society with taxes. Furthermore, they create their own rule
of law by using violence against the local population in order to obtain these taxes. This
development in which the CNDP creates its own sets of rules has been explained by
Grindle (2004) who argued that a weakened central State would eventually offer
opportunity to other groups to form their own structures. Due to political alliances the
network of the CNDP is thus able to create its own system of cultural codes and enforce
system. It can thus clearly be argued that the CNDP forms a shadow of the State within
the areas they control.
3.2.3 Forces nationales de libération
The third major rebel group in Congo is the FNL, a rebel group originally from
Burundi, who fought in favour of the Hutu’s during the Second Congolese War. Due to
wide-ranging contacts abroad, the rebel movement has been able to financial support
the South-Kivu based rebel combatants (UN, 2011). In the UN report it was stated that
FNL combatants and Burundian intelligence had affirmed that certain ‘white men’
offered weapons in exchange for minerals. In addition, FNL combatants confirmed that
they traded gold for flour with international businessmen (UN, 2011). Thereafter,
production is shipped by canoe into Rwanda for trade. Several combatants acquire
income as they receive parts of the mining mineral production as a form of payment for
securing the mining sites. Other combatants exploit mineworkers through false fines
and arbitrary arrests (Wimmer & Hilgert, 2011). The latter serves as a strategy of
intimidation in order to control the local communities in the areas under their
command. This process of control through violence used by the shadow actors against
the local population thus forms a major part of the strategy to control a particular
territory. These separate examples show that the products that are gained from the
mining sites, is what enables the FNL to engage in deals to ensure their own survival.
3.2.4 Mining and Violence
In sum, the occupation of armed groups at the mining sides of the Eastern Congo
is causing instability throughout the whole region. The official governmental structures
prove to be extremely weak and are often taken over by the rebel movements. These
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groups however do not ensure stability but create an unsafe environment for the
population by using physical force against the local population to ensure their own
control. The case of Congo confirms the ‘false social contract’ that shadow networks
establish to endure their own power. They create a form of citizenship where citizens
live in fear and are dependent on the rule of shadow actors. The rebel groups paralyse
any form of democratic structure that ought to be functioning as a protection for the
local population. The resource-rich area is under constant threat of harrowing
confrontation between local population and combatants or between the combatant
groups themselves. Hence, the security of the region is severely undermined by the
shadow networks created by these armed groups.
The self-sustaining character of the networks create an independence from
government structures and therefore the space to move freely. The latter is extorted by
roadblocks, illegal taxation and a mine entrance fee that the local population ought to
fulfil. In accordance, the rebel forces are able to trade minerals in neighbouring states
which in turn supplies the forces with food products and weapons. By intimidating the
local population and committing crimes against humanity the rebel groups ensure their
position. It are the products derived from the mining sites that form the centre of the
network as these products enable the groups to engage in shadow market deals and
invisible political alliances. The latter then form not only the basis of survival but have
transformed into benefitting structures for the FDLR, CNDP and FNL. As a consequence,
these structures undermine State authority and challenge its sovereignty. Therewith
impeding the State and its national military in performing its protective responsibility
towards the local population.

3.3 FARDC and Shadow Networks
The previous paragraph has shown that the monopoly on the physical use of
force of the State is ignored by various armed groups which simultaneously undermines
the legitimacy of Congo’s State military, the Forces Armées de la République
Démocratique du Congo (FARDC). As has been described above, numerous amounts of
rebel combatants have been engaged in demobilising programs after which they were
integrated in the FARDC. An unforeseen component of this demobilising process was the
fact that quite a large number of the ex-combatants have remained loyal to their former
rebel movement. Consequently, the FARDC never gained strength as a uniform State
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institution which caused it to operate as a weak instrument of the State, in which
opportunities for shadow activities started to increase. How the FARDC can be related to
the shadow networks of the FDLR, CNDP and the FNL will be explored in this paragraph.
First it will explore the history and context of the state military. This will then be
followed by an analysis of the FARDC and their involvement in the shadow activities in
the region of the Kivus. At the same time, the analysis will also consider the
consequences concerning the security in the region as the FARDC still remains an official
State actor.
3.3.1 Demobilising, Disarming and Reintegration
After the official ending of the conflict in 2003, a nationwide Demobilising,
Disarming and Reintegrating (DDR) program was set in progress by the Commission
Nationale pour la Démobilisation et la Réinsertion (CONADER, National Commission for
Demobilisation and Reinsertion) which was entirely financed by the World Bank.
Thakur (2008) points out that the primary goal of a DDR program entails the
reintegration of former combatants into society in a post conflict situation. In addition to
a DDR program there usually also is a Security Sector Reform program that is meant to
construct a stable security force alongside the outcome of the DDR, they thus operate
separately. In the situation of the Congo these two programs were combined, which
meant that former rebel combatants (e.g. ex-CNDP members) had the choice between
reintegrating into society or integrating in Congo’s State military (Thakur, 2008). After
the completion of this process the state military which was formerly known as the
Forces Arme´es Congolaises (FAC), would transform into a new military force, namely the
Forces Armées de la République Démocratique du Congo (FARDC). The three main
objectives of the Congolese DDR program were set as followed, 1) the transfer of
weapons from rebel combatants into the FARDC, 2) giving former rebel combatants the
option to either integrate in the FARDC or reintegrate in civilian life, 3) and to change
the FARDC’s main function into the fostering of national security (Thakur, 2008).
Once the rebellions had chosen for an integration into the FARDC, the excombatants had to participate in a brassage process, which implied a mixing of the
different militants during a military training of 45 days after which the ex-combatant
would be officially integrated into a FARDC brigade (Thakur, 2008).
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3.3.2 Brassage Process
During this brassage process two main problems arose. Firstly, the diversity of
the combatants integrating into mixed brigades burdened the formation of a
professional republican military (Thakur, 2008). As a lot of militants had difficulties
facing their former enemy into a new ‘friendly’ environment they decided to stay
partially loyal to their former ex-combatants.
The second problem, addressed by Baaz and Stern (2005), concerns the ranking
of the new FARDC militants. The DDR program stated that the militia members should
be able to keep the rank they received in their former armed group. As a consequence
high-ranking officers who often perceived themselves as ‘too old to be trained’ joined
the military with managerial positions and therewith created a new national military
with untrained colonels. As a result the newly formed FARDC lacked authority and
status, which in several occasions led to even more chaotic structures while society was
in desperate search for reconstruction. In an alleged report of Human Rights Watch
which appeared in 2009, it was stated that newly integrated brigades were sent to the
frontline in Eastern Congo. An estimated 12,000 former rebel combatants stationed in
North Kivu swelled military numbers in Eastern Congo alone to 60,000 soldiers which
brought along problems of discipline, pay, command and control and contributed to
further spread of escalating violence (HRW, 2007). A partial explanation for this
occurrence comes from Baaz and Stern (2005), who claim that soldiers belong to the
poorest of Congolese society with a minimum salary from about $20, if even paid at all.
With an insufficient salary to provide a family, dissatisfaction and frustration among
newly integrated combatants encourages engagement in private activities from their
former rebel movement such as looting and pillaging (Thakur, 2008). As a result Congo
has an unstable national military that has to deal with the aftermath of one of the
deadliest conflicts in history.
In their search for income numerous amounts of soldiers have started to engage
in illegal trading of minerals coming from the mines. The militants use their official title
to legitimise the use of violence against mineworkers in order to claim part of the
products. Human Rights Watch reports an inadequate functioning of the FARDC in the
areas where it has taken over control on the mining sites (HRW, 2009). Project Enough
(2010), an organisation formed by American policymakers and activists who fight crime
against humanity, claims that similar tactics as the FDLR are used by the FARDC in order
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to intimidate and exploit miners and their families. It reports how civilians are forced to
contribute to the mining practices in forms of being porters, carrying heavy loads of
minerals. In addition to the work of porter itself the village is responsible for the amount
of porters mobilized. If failed to mobilize enough porters, arbitrarily arrests are
conducted and communities are forced to pay illegal taxes to the military brigades
(Project Enough, 2010).
It may thus be clear that the assumption of integrating the SSR into the DDR
program would create a uniform State military proved to be futile. Basic preconditions
of the Security Sector, such as a constant payment, were not in place. As a result, the
combination of the two programs not only hindered the possible unanimity of a State
military, it even turned out to be counterproductive as the new FARDC started to exploit
the people they were supposed to protect.
3.3.3 Congolese Government and the FARDC
Despite the Congolese government declaring a prohibition on the engagement of
military units in mining practices, military networks are flourishing for benefitting
structures are surrounding the mines. It is relatively easy for the FARDC combatants to
engage in the already existing shadow structures as long as they stay partially loyal to
their former rebel movement. A share in the profit coming from the mineral can be
traded to an officer who then promises to not intervene in the area of the rebel
movement. In addition to this form of shadow activity the Bisie-mine in Wlikale, North
Kivu, illustrates how newly integrated brigades of the FARDC are taking control over
specific mines in order to derive profit at the expense of humanity.
“The 85th Brigade was transferred out of area in March 2009, replaced by the 1st
integrated army Brigade composed of former CNDP members who had been through
brassage and led by former CNDP commanders. This move effectively shifted control of
the mine to the former CNDP. Under the 1st integrated army Brigade’s control, fraud and
human rights abuse has escalated. Even more cassiterite is being shipped from Bisie to
Kisangani, then Beni, Butembo and Goma, before being exported to Rwanda.”
(Warren, 2011;24)

Benefit derived from the shadow practices concerning the mineral trade outweighs the
payment of the national military by far. Partially due to this financial incentive,
integrated FARDC soldiers engage themselves in illegal exploitation and mineral trade in
order to supply the brigades with weapons.
The FARDC thus contains a Janus-face for they are protecting the mining areas
from rebel forces to take over, while on the other hand the FARDC soldiers themselves
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start to engage in illicit trading practices which they ought to protect civilians from.
Even though it is the State’s military that should guard the monopoly on the use of force
one can argue that it is the FARDC itself that undermine this principle. This latter
conclusion is drawn from the fact that they use violence against the local population in
the name of the FARDC while in fact they are thriving illegal trade with their former
rebellion movement.
In addition to this development, the FARDC constantly clashes with rebel groups
such as the CNDP which lifts the level of violence in the region to an even higher level.
State authority thus becomes undermined by its own national military and violent
clashes between armed groups and the population are far from being annihilated. All
sides involved in the (post)conflict situation commit gross human rights violations and
use sexual violence as a weapon of war against civilians to intimidate, terrorize and
control local populations (Warren, 2011). While the primary aim of the FARDC is to
protect the Kivus from such instability and insecurity, they simultaneously maintain the
hostile environment in the mining areas.

4. Shadow networks and Peace building
The multiple shadow networks formed by the armed groups present in the Congo
have impeded the process of stabilisation. As described in the first chapter, Nordstrom
(2000) argued that shadow networks create legitimacy of existence by maintaining an
insecure and unstable environment. As a consequence social, economic and political
dynamics become dependent on the structures that are created by the shadow network.
The FDLR, FNL, CNDP and brigades from the FARDC are embedded in chaos and thus
able to create their own cultural and political codes. In addition, they financially sustain
themselves by dominating newly formed economic trading routes (Reno, 1998). It may
not come as a surprise that these shadow networks are not only shaping their direct
surroundings but are interfering with policy on a larger scale as well and thus
undermine the central State authority.
The latter forms one of the problems Congo is facing today, namely how to regain
State authority and simultaneously avoiding clashes with the shadow actors that are
active in the country. Because of Congo’s (post)conflict context, this process of State
building is entangled with processes of peace building. It is the dualistic character of the
shadow network, in which it is moving in line with legal as well as illegal practices and
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where it conveys itself through formal and informal channels, that is shaping these
official peace building efforts. In this chapter I will explore how armed groups within
their shadow network clash or cohere with national and international peace building
structures. Within this mainly theoretical debate of shadow networks and peace
building, the case of Congo will be used to support the theoretical arguments.
First, I will analyse the relation between peace building and shadow networks by
analysing the behaviour of shadow networks in view of current peace building attempts.
Secondly, the focus will be on the FARDC and how their dual role in the current situation
includes a particular interesting position in the light of peace building. Finally, I will
combine both these paragraphs and make a suggestion for a possible cooperation
strategy between peacekeepers and shadow network actors in order to extent and alter
the current note of peace building.

4.1 Shadow networks and Peace building efforts
4.1.1 National government and peace building
The relation between peace building efforts and shadow networks becomes
leclear when analysing the reactive response of shadow networks on one of the latest
attempts by the Congolese government to bring an end to the violence. At the end of
2010, President Kabila imposed a ban on all mining activities and started to restructure
his military units in the Eastern Congo. One of the results of these reforms was a
promising drop in mineral production and a reduction of demand by international
buyers. Nevertheless, the intentions of Kabila to end involvement of military units
through restructuring and withdrawal of national army units led to control grabbing by
several other armed groups from within the shadow network. For example, former
CNDP officers who were integrated into the FARDC, adapted quickly to their new
environment as they took control over the Bisie-mine. Satellite images indicated that
mining activities in this particular mine, which was now ruled by these former CNDP
officers, had continued uninterruptedly (IPIS, 2011). Furthermore, the ban had left many
miners unemployed and thus incapable of sustaining their livelihoods (Wimmer &
Hilgert, 2011).
Against expectations of the government, armed groups were able to regain
control over mining areas due to measures the government themselves had taken. Now
that mining activities were officially against the law, the government assumed that
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securing the mining sites would be needless upon which it withdrew all its military
forces. The lack of a security mechanism (e.g. the official presence of the FARDC)
resulted in a struggle over power between the local armed groups. At the beginning of
2012 several fresh outbreaks of violence were reported by GlobalWitness (2012) which
concerned the involvement of former CNDP militants. The report states that the
integrating of CNDP officers into the national military has enabled them to manoeuvre in
between two different worlds. On the one hand they are engaged in the official military
which is ordered to withdraw from the mining sites, while on the other hand they
remain loyal to the CNDP movement. This duality enables the former CNDP officers to
gain full control over the mining sites as they are unobstructed by the official military
since they fill that position themselves. Through this process the CNDP rebel movement
has been able to gain millions of dollars profit by controlling some of the region’s most
lucrative mines. In other words, the shadow network of the CNDP has been able to
flourish due to peace interventions taken by the government.
4.1.2 International peace building
Another arena in which the reciprocal relation between shadow networks and
peace building becomes visible is in international peace building attempts. In
cooperation with the national government, the United Nations have made the
reconstruction of the Congo one of their largest missions in international history. The
United Nations Organisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC)
active as the first operation towards peace, has been up followed by MONUSCO (The
United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo) as of July 2010. Its mission as described in the mandate is twofold; first and
foremost it concerns the protection of civilians and second, it attempts to create stability
and peace consolidation throughout the whole region (UN, 2010). With an emphasis on
the linkage between exploitation and trade of minerals as a major factor fuelling conflict
in the region;
“The Security Council decides that future reconfigurations of MONUSCO should be
determined on the basis of the evolution of the situation on the ground and on the
achievement of the following objectives to be pursued by the Government of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and the United Nations mission: (i) the completion of
the ongoing military operations in the Kivus and Orientale Province, resulting in
minimizing the threat of armed groups and restoring stability in sensitive areas.”
(UN, 2010;3)
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The threat of armed groups that is remarked by the United Nations hail from the
discussed shadow networks in which the FDLR is engaged. Through controlling
mechanism of force and intimidation, the shadow network of the FDLR attenuates one of
the building stones of peace building, namely the monopoly of the state on violence. As
argued before, peace building is formed on the basis of a modern definition of the state,
namely as an institution that successfully claims a monopoly on the means of violence,
control over territory and control over the population (Sundst, 2009).
In other words, moving towards a sustainable peace requires a kind of peace
building which is embedded in a context in which the State fulfils its fundamental
characteristics (Milliken & Krause, 2002). As Nordstrom (2000) has argued, these
characteristics mainly concern the idea of citizens granting the State authority to rule
over them for which in turn they will be protected. This is done by the creation of a
legitimate security force but also through the official inning of taxes which the State will
use in services that are in favour of the wellbeing of its citizens (e.g. public services, law
enforcement, health care etc). When these aspects are linked to the violent nature of the
shadow network, one can conclude that the presence of the FDLR’s shadow network in
the Kivus is undermining the State its sovereignty. Overall, the shadow networks
hamper the State of rebuilding itself as the shadow actors have violently taken over the
core functions of the State. The shadow actors illegally tax civilians, whom are living in
their secured areas, through road checks which contradicts with the official State taxing
mechanism. Consequently peace building, which is designed on the basis of these State
fundaments, is hampered by the structures that shadow networks produce in their
network. It can thus be stated that reconstruction processes are affected by the
environment the shadow network is continuously producing.
4.1.3 Centreless State
In addition to the countering of State fundaments, the State also becomes
‘centreless’ under the presence of shadow networks (Rhodes, 1996). The FNL for
instance, is creating its own politics in the areas under its command, and thereby
sustains a form authoritarian rule within a supposedly centred State. In combination
with the involvement of the FNL in political alliances, the rebel combatants are in a
position that threatens the central role of the State since they are integrated in the
State’s own political system. As argued before, the State forms one of the building stones
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in peace building, with as a precondition that it is reckoned as a central authority
(Milliken & Krause, 2002). When there is no central authority whatsoever and peace
building efforts presume the central State as given, it is most likely they will fail to
achieve their goals. It is exactly in this arena of blurring State autonomy that the shadow
networks of the FNL, FDLR and CNDP operate. If this process is recognised, one should
consider to question whether the notion of State building should be a core element of
peacebuilding as such.
As the example of the FNL shows, shadow networks indeed shape peace building
efforts that are taking place in the Congo. Since the shadow networks undermine central
State authority, they hamper peace building processes as these processes are generally
based on liberal State fundaments. In addition, groups such as the CNDP are capable of
transforming peace building attempts, such as the withdrawal of national military
brigades, into a favourable (read: unstable) condition whereby they pave the way to
further expansion. Within all these complex dynamics lies a crucial role for the state its
military. The FARDC should be capable of tackling the illegality of shadow networks,
meaning constructing stability and security in the region. Nevertheless, instead of
dealing with the problem of shadow networks, the FARDC itself is engaged in the
shadow activities. This means they are entangled within two worlds, on the one hand
they are a legal State institution while on the other hand they are involved in illegal
shadow networks. Even though this Janus-faced military appears to complicate the
approach of peace building, I argue that this ‘in between two worlds’ position might
actually benefit peace building. The next paragraph will therefore review how the
FARDC combines official State activity with shadow networks and what possibilities the
combination of the two designates for an effort of peace reconstruction in the Congo.

4.2 FARDC, State and Peace building
4.2.1 FARDC and Peace building
The multi-faced character of the FARDC becomes visible in its involvement in
shadow networks that control access to several mining sites and by its legal role as a
national military. In this second role, the FARDC is supported by the UN mission
MONUSCO, who regards the military as an institution that is ought to protect civilians
and create stability and security. Even though the intention of MONUSCO has been to
increase State capacity, the government of Congo has, so far, not been able to function as
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an ideal liberal State. Meanwhile the FARDC has integrated in practices that fill the
vacuum that the State has left. These practices mainly concern, the fostering of economic
growth and the protection of civilians. These practices are conducted through
investments made by the FARDC in mines and their trading routes such as the
maintenance of roads. In addition, the FARDC is capable of increasing the production of
several mining sites under their control and thereby generate more profit out of the
mines. The protection of civilians is partially performed by the FARDC through the
guarding of mining areas from external as well as internal intruders. Furthermore they
are in cooperation with MONUSCO in order to drive out units of rebellion groups such as
the FDLR. Hitherto, through cooperation of the FARDC and MONSCO, they have been
able to reduce the level of control by FDLR units (UN, 2010). As Studdard (2004) already
concluded on the capability of shadow networks to provide for economic and social
livelihoods, the FARDC has a potential of including their economic relationships and
informal trade into production within the formal economy during times of peace.
Nonetheless, these ‘State-looking’ practices seem to contain a paradox as they go hand in
hand with high levels of violence.
4.2.2 FARDC and Violence
The ambiguous characteristic of shadow networks as mentioned by Nordstrom
(2000), is to be found within the FARDC as well and therewith complicates peace
processes. The ability to intertwine legal and illegal practices such as protecting civilians
and pillaging at the same time, forms a pitfall in the stability the FARDC has to offer.
Through a combination of criminality together with concrete social and welfare benefits,
peace building is facing obstacles when the approach is aiming at the destruction of the
shadow network. It thus becomes important to outweigh whether peace building should
focus on the destruction or transformation of these legal and illegal practices. As
Studdard (2004) has argued, one must distinguish the actors that are involved in the
shadow network as criminal warlords from the actors who are engaged in shadow
practices as civilians and even militants in order to survive daily life. If peace building
would aim to destruct entire shadow networks, the outcome would have a negative
effect on this latter group. It is this group that needs to provide for their families and
therefore engages in criminality as there are no other alternatives available. If this is
then linked back to peace building one should search for alternative ways of income and
focus on the transformation of the role of group leaders.
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This particular aspect of the shadow network exists within the FARDC as well,
and might be useful to consider when integrating the FARDC in peace building. One case
where the distinction between criminal leader and surviving follower becomes visible in
the FARDC is in the case of General Bosco Ntganda. A criminal warlord who, as leader,
was reckoned to be an example to numerous soldiers and was included in peace building
attempts several times. Since 2000, Bosco Ntaganda has been operating as the Deputy
Chief of General Staff for Military Operations within his rebel group. In an attempt
towards peace by the government, Ntaganda was offered a position as general in the
new constituted FARDC (ProjectEnough, 2012). Ntaganda refused the offer at the time
and became leader of the CNDP rebel group instead. Due to pressure from the
government, Ntaganda eventually integrated into the FARDC in 2009 amongst other exCNDP members (AmnestyInternational, 2012). The latter had taken place in spite of a
warrant for his arrest coming from the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 2006.
Hitherto, Ntaganda is facing charges for crimes committed during his time as Deputy
Chief that relate to recruitment and deployment into hostilities of children under the age
of 15 (ProjectEnough, 2012). In addition to the former charges he has been connected to
other human rights violations committed in joined operation with the CNDP and the
FARDC as well.
“Since his integration into the regular army in 2009, Ntaganda has operated with
impunity in eastern Congo; he’s been connected to targeted assassination of military
rivals, had a hand in “disappearances” of outspoken civil society critics, and has lined his
pockets thanks to a stranglehold on the illegal gold trade. (..) Until recently, Ntaganda
lived in Goma as if it were his own personal fiefdom, an ICC inductee living blocks away
from the world’s largest U.N. peacekeeping mission, with the title of “General” and a
Congolese uniform to protect him from justice.”
(ProjectEnough, 2012;3)

The protection Ntaganda has been receiving from the FARDC has been uplifted by April
of 2012, when President Kabila called for Ntaganda’s arrest. Despite this development
there is still a renegade of ex-CNDP FARDC militants who remain loyal to their former
leader. It goes to show that Ntaganda who has been operating as a warlord within the
FARDC is criminalising and fuelling illegal practices. The social functioning of a leader
contributing to widespread violence and illicit profiting is thus producing an example for
FARDC militants under his command. As outlaid in the previous chapter, payment of
militants in the FARDC is routinely withheld and will stimulate the militants to engage in
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alternative income generating practices, especially with a leader as Ntaganda.
Nevertheless there has been improvement as the government of Congo called for his
arrest as well, therewith publicly acknowledging they will not accept crimes against
humanity within its own security force.
It thus becomes clear that in order for peace building to have a chance at
succeeding, the distinction between criminal warlords and coping militants is of
importance. Once justice systems are effectively used against criminal leaders, space
opens up for peace building to change the shadow networks from within.

Thus,

changing its social functioning into contributory to the peace building processes. How
the latter process can be completed and what critical points it is facing will be discussed
in the following paragraph.

4.3 Future Debate
The situation in Congo illustrates that neglecting the role of shadow networks in
the Kivu provinces is not beneficial for peace building. Excluding shadow networks from
peace building processes may even foster the networks and therewith create more
instability and insecurity in the region. Vlassenroot and Raeymaekers (2009) agree on
this subject matter as they remark a continuous underplaying of informal forms of
governance in Eastern Congo. Peace building rules out the opportunity to transform not
only economic structures, but social and political structures as well. Any future debate
on peace building should therefore consider to shift its focus in which shadow networks
become included in peace mandates and operations.
4.3.1 Peace building of the future
The transnational focus of a shadow network has to be incorporated into peace
building mandates to maintain the beneficiary activities that are to be found in a shadow
network. Peace processes are often State-centred since territorial borders are of crucial
importance to the functioning of a State. Nonetheless it has been argued several times by
Rhodes (1996) that through the presence of shadow networks a ‘centreless’ state is in
position. Since the shadow networks have a transnational focus, such as the trade of gold
in of Tanzania by the FDLR, economic structures are reaching further than the state its
borders. If one relates this transnational focus back to the local population and the
income the FDLR is providing for numerous households, one could argue that splitting
up the economic structures of mining networks in Eastern Congo would have
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devastating effects for a significant amount of mine dependent families. The export of
minerals would fall dramatically and the state, in all probability, would be incapable of
providing alternative jobs for the miner’s losses. Furthermore, the transnational
character of the shadow networks is more likely to stay intact when peace building
projects would focus on the development of an economic system that involves a certain
cluster of countries surrounding Congo. As explained in chapter three, spill-over effects
are constantly taking place between Congo, Rwanda and Uganda. Peace building projects
should not ignore this process and could act upon it by facilitating a new established
economic work relation between these three governments. This will increase the
likelihood of the shadow networks to stay partial intact and creates the possibility to
integrate the shadow network in newly formal constructs. Thus, instead of solely
focusing on State capacity within national borders, the incentive should be to involve
neighbouring States. By delineating the threat of destruction, incentives for shadow
actors to involve themselves into these new formal transnational economies will
increase.
Within this regional economy, resources still need to be secured and controlled,
which opens up space for a co-opting between State and shadow network. Through a
combination of the two, the economy will become protected and the shadow actors can
take a position in which they perform legal practices under the control of the state. The
‘parallel police’ practices the FARDC is performing may offer opportunity for
cooperation with the state. Within this cooperation it is important to incorporate nonstate local and regional actors, possibly from groups as the FNL or FDLR, and take into
account their agenda’s as well, ensuring their inclusion in subsequent aid and rebuilding
initiatives (Studdard, 2004). An example of such an initiative could be a taxation system
through which shadow actors become included by performing government tasks. The
taxing of important trading routes will continue to exist but will become a legal activity
of the state. Consistent payment of the tax which has to be collected and administrated,
creates job opportunities that the state can offer. Part of the money collected can be
invested in the state military which in turn, will offer financial incentives for the FARDC
militants. Another form of cooperation between shadow network actors such as FNL
members can be found in the security sector. Since most shadow networks in the
Eastern Congo are already protecting mining areas this can be continued on a different
foot and with support from the state. Securing mine sites can become a legal state
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practice which can be performed by FNL members. If continuous payment of wage is
predetermined there is a financial incentive in place for FNL members which will offer
an alternative of looting and pillaging of the local population.
4.3.2 Transforming Structures
Altering the economic aspect of a shadow network and offering alternative
financial incentive to integrate in formal channels may be a solution to dispossessed
populations and mining families. For those who lead the shadow practices, such as
Ntaganda, reactions may be thornier (Studdard, 2004). A transformation of political and
social structures are thus of equal importance and should form part of the peace
building processes. Violence and criminalisation have to be taken out of informal activity
as has been argued earlier on. Nevertheless, bringing to justice warlords and criminals
may harm the function these leaders are providing for families in their shadow
networks. On the other hand, as Studdard (2004) argues, not prosecuting these actors is
maintaining peace at the price of justice.
It is therefore important for peace building projects to search for approaches in
which useful shadow constructs can be integrated into reconstruction processes. By
removing the violence and criminal aspect of shadow networks several shadow
practices gain the ability to be transformed into practices that support stability and
development in the region. The shadow network of the FARDC in particular for they
already entail a state based function. Changing the social aspect of the practices, taken
together with alternative financial incentives, such as constant payment of an
appropriate wage that enables the sustainment of the workers livelihood, may alter
shadow activities into contributory to the reconstruction of the Congo. However, within
peace building processes, the reactive character of shadow actors needs to be taken into
account which poses a possible threat to peace building. Nevertheless, the (hidden)
contribution shadow networks possess to social and economical aspects of society
should not be neglected.
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5. Conclusion; diminishing Congo’s shadow
In this paper the concept of shadow networks in general and specifically in
relation to peace building efforts in Congo has been reviewed. Since peace building
efforts tend to be based on building State capacity I have analysed if and how shadow
network practices relate to the functioning of the State. Within the analysis I focused in
particular on the role of the FARDC as this State institution has a double role in the
theory of shadow networks. On the hand, being a formal State institution and on the
other hand involved in several illegal shadow practices. In order to find an answer to the
main question of how the involvement of the FARDC in shadow networks shaped the
construction and peace building of Congo, I looked at the structure of shadow networks
and how they operate in an unstable and insecure environment. A phenomena which
often goes hand in hand with a weakened central State authority.
Through a lack of social safety nets provided by the State, shadow networks have
the opportunity to enforce a dependency of the local population on the network its
economic structures (Nordstrom, 2000). As a consequence the shadow actors dominate
over certain areas and create, as Rhodes (1996) described, a ‘centreless’ State. The
comparison of State practices with shadow networks, presented in chapter two, entails
numerous similarities between the State and the shadow network. Firstly the State has
three core function which include; the securing of the nation’s territory through a
monopoly on the use of physical violence, foster development within these borders and
offer basic services that support welfare (Milliken & Krause, 2002). All these functions
are performed by a State that is legitimised by society through the existence of a social
contract (Rousseau, 1939). Shadow networks share these functions partially as these
network tends to secure regions from other rebel groups, use informal tax regimes to
support their illicit trading practices en therewith foster economic growth. Nevertheless,
the important element of legitimacy is not granted by society through a social contract.
Instead it is extorted through the threat and use of physical force against the local
population. As a consequence shadow networks have not fully emerged as ‘extra-states’,
even though they show resemblance with the original State. However, shadow networks
do imitate certain aspect of the State which, in turn, challenges the State its sovereignty.
As Ramsbotham et al. (2011) argued, the rebuilding of State structures forms one
of the main objectives within peace building. Since shadow networks tend to undermine
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these structures it becomes important to include the networks in any attempt on
building peace. To illustrate this argument I have been using the case of Congo with a
special focus on the Janus-faced FARDC. On the one end the FARDC has been supportive
of international peace building attempts such as the MONUSCO operation of the UN.
While on the other end, the FARDC has been actively involved in shadow networks in
order to gain income and status. Multiple pitfalls have crossed the establishment of the
FARDC with the brassage process as the main factor. The integration of former rebel
combatants into the new national military has created even more complex structures
within the shadow networks. With numerous integrated FARDC militants still loyal to
their former rebel leaders it has proven to be crucial to remove these former leaders
from the field. Since the latter are often involved in illicit trading practices and use
violence against the local population, criminality and social practices are melting into
one. It has therefore been argued by Studdard (2004) that peace building has a greater
chance of succeeding if it focuses on taking out the criminal and violent aspect of the
shadow network. By doing so it becomes possible to change the social functioning of the
networks from within. The shadow network actors then also can be included in peace
building attempts through cooperation strategies with the State itself.
It can be concluded that the involvement of the FARDC in shadow networks poses
a threat against the formation of State structures and thus shapes attempts at peace
building. The military institution is obstructing development structures as it increases
insecurity within the region through the use of arbitrary force against society. As a
consequence the FARDC has been undermining the State its monopoly on violence which
they ought to protect. However, simply overruling these shadow networks in which the
FARDC operates, would have devastating effects for the local population for they have
become reliant on the shadow network its economy. This is caused by an overlap in
informal and formal trading routes in which regular traders work together with shadow
actors. In addition to this economical aspect of the shadow network, it is also providing a
form of security for the population that is living in the mining area as the shadow actors
want to secure this particular territory. Nevertheless it forms an ambiguous kind of
security as the shadow actors simultaneously provide instability among the population
in order to remain in power.
The informal trade and the blurring character of a shadow network moving in
and out of formal and informal channels, as pointed out by Nordstrom (2000), are
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continuously undermining State capacity. Combined with the physical use of force
against the local population, shadow networks are ignoring the concept of citizenship
and therewith create their own ‘social contract’. If peacebuilding continuous to ignore
this ‘shadow’, it will most likely fail to reconstruct State structures. Any attempt of
peacebuilding made by policymakers aimed at rebuilding State structures, should thus
consider the relation between shadow networks and the functioning of the State, instead
of taking State capacity for granted.
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